
6/23/72 

Senator Edward N. Kennedy 
Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. (Attn Mr. Martin) 

Dear Senator Kennedy, 

)iy letters of the past have been unwelcome in your °Ilia°. I anticipate DO better 
reception for this oue. I write it out of obligation to truth eine to history and in your 
interest, as you may now learn sooner than you or anyone in your office may have reason 
to believe. It is my belief that neither now nor at any time in the past have you or any 
of your staff had the remotest notion of what you are into (except for personal pain) with 
regard to any information, most of all the official material, about the aseasmination of 
President Kennedy. It is my belief that you made a policy decision, ehich is understandable, 
without consultation with anyone who could give you counsel based on fact and knowledge, 
and that your staff is blindly following orders, without seeking to inform itself 80 that 
it might better serve you. 

Any review of the letters I have written you and those I earlier wrote your brother 
Robert will disclose that at no time did I ever ask anything for myself. I do not kaw. My 
solo and clear purpose was to amaienes=s 	prevent further falsification. Part of 
this objective, necessarily involves the protection of the innocent one the focueing on 
the guilty in the allocation of responsibility for the official lies. 

Before you were born I worked for the Senate. I then learned that each Senator, as 
is the case with all important men in our society, becomes the creature of his staff, those 
he trusts and has to trust. Only too often the trusted have their own records to justify 
and to live with. If this is no accusation against any member of your staff, no one of whom 
has taken the time to learn if I am a nut or know what I am talking about, it is a generality 
I then learned and have had abundantly confirmed by a lone and agonizing stedy and analysis 
the scope and magnifudo of which I think is bi►yond youritapacity to visualize. I have never 
known anyone to see clearly with 20-20 ignorance. Thus, when it became clear that nobody 
in your office would oven find out if there is any validity to the warnings 1 repeated and 
repeated, I provided the names of members of the please who are familiar with my work and 
who have had free access to my files. When this led to no response and i feared that you 
were about to become another of the needless victims of this and subsequent tragedies, I 
wont further. Senator Charles Mathias had been a friend since hie first term in the nouns. 
He read the manuscript of my first book on this subject when ho was convalescing from 
major surgery. He is a competent lawyer, was able to assess the evidence mustered i.rt it, 
and felt it incumbent upon him to make efforts within the Congress and with the press. 
The reception his efforts received is consistent with all subsequent efforts of which I 
am aware, including my own. It boils down to what tough-minded 4onetor Wayne Morse told his 
legislative assistant and oehers, that while he had doubts about the Warren Report, "if 
Bobby is satisfied, I have to be." I am here tali den; about 1961, more than seven years ago. 
There has never been a time when the Kennedy name has not boon exploited for the ultimate 
defamation of all Konnedya, of whom you are the oldeet surviving male. 



Although neither our Mr. Burke nor your Mr. Martin nor anyone, else in your office or 
in your interest would ever accept repeated invitations to see my files with the sole 
restriction preservation of my confidence, ihich is the eecord with your late brother 
Robert's staff, I renew the offer now that I think you and history are about to be hurt 
in ways your opelective ignorance makes it imposeible for you to understand. There is nothing 
in this for me except the loss of time I cannot spare when, after nine agonizing and costly 
years, I have slowed down to an 18-hour working day. I can't copy all my relevant files, oo 
in what follows I will enclose copies for illustration on a few points. I also assure that 
in everything I will say I have correspondence or other written records I will be quoting 
or tape recordings 1  have made for purposes of an historical record. They have not been 
used and I do not ce:pect ever to use them in public, as I have not in private. 

I an aware that although it is not my purpose to make personal a.tack on Burke Marshall, 
you may well interpret what will follow that way. I am also aware of continuing friendship 
and trust between you, have seen the LIFE picture that reeentlyshewe you both together. It 
is not that I think Mr. Marshall'e record does not deserve the severest condemnation, for 
ho has done worse than fail to safeguard the interests of his client. It is not a personal 
thing that needs your examination and understanding, it is the record and its potential. 

When the stories of the return of the autppoy film to the government appeared in the 
papers, I was, I am confident, the first to ask access to them. The contract was not then 
available. I ia.ediately went to the office of the then Archivist and discussed this and 
other matters with him. Ho told me to write him alletter of request that he would forward 
to Mr. Marshall. His reply of November 25, 1966 is enclosed and is marked "1". It was 
signed by him then assistant, now successor. Aside from the dubious interpretation in the 
second paragraph, I as that you note the time and the nature of se,  request, described in 
the first. Aa time passed and my investigations and research increased my understanding, 
my position changed. For example, I vent through all the great work required for the filing 
of a number of suits under the Freedom of Information Act, exhausting all my administrative 
remedies, only to abandon that enormous work because these suite could be misused by a 
powerful and unscrupulous government to the detriment of truth and all Konnedys. If you 
doubt this, all this work is in a single file drawer and is available to inspection. If 
any of your people followed my suesestion and read the papers I filed in the one such suit 

pursued, they know that in that case I was able to frustrate any such possible misuse 
and, in fact, none was made of it. 

I regard the contract as illegal. If you desire an explanation, I will provide it. 
It has, in foot, been held to be illegal by a court. Despite a long history, including in 
court on more than one occasion, of a special interpretation of this contract by the govern-
ment which means that no writer could or would be given any access to this film, after the 
Archivist promised it to Fred Graham, who told me about it, the Archivist actually solicited 
my application to sec this film by subterfuge. This offer was repeated by GSA in the most 
recent of several comeunicatione on this, dated February 8 of this year. I enclose the 
second page with that part marked. It is marked "2". I refused this offer (perhaps it would 
be closer to day "denounced"), although circumstances in the future may require that I 
change this position, not that I expect Jr. Marshall to agree. I believe what woo here 
involve4 was no more than an effort to cleanse the dirty-work afoot with The New York Times, 
and that also I would neither dignify nor help. 

The flexibility of interpretation of this contract by everyone, include 11r. Marsha 1, 
is further illustrated by his letter to me of January 12, 1972. It and ey reeponso of six 
days later are enclosed and marked "3". You will note that while pretending not to under-
stand the letter to which he was allegedly responding, Mr. Marshall did not ask for clarifi-
cation, a relatively minor ppint if one I regard as inconsistent with his responsibilities 
as lawyer for the executors of the estate. You will also note that I told him he was not 

responsive. I have marked oertain parts of his letter for your understanding. 
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If Mr. Marshall could honestly write that "access is limited to professionally qualified 
doctoro with a serioue historical purpose", how could the governmmit offer me access through 
a proxy? I tell you without equivocation that Mr. Marshall's letter was written after he 
promised Fred Graham access - not for "historical purposeen- as I also tell you lie did not 
give hr. Lattimer access until after he knew Graham was going to write a story in the Now 
York Times. My source iu Vred Graham. I taped that conversation onoe I saw the way it was 
going. You may hear it, subject, again, only to preservation of confidence. Although he 
and the Times have an undeviating record of syoophancy on this subject, my purpose was not 
to eabarrass Graham but to make an historical record. Please note the added emphasis, "I am 
not aware that you have the medical qualifications necessary." If Mr. Marshall wants to 
indulge himself in snide remarks, that, to me, is the least of his sins, generally or in 
this limited context. Mr. Marshall is a lawyer. ho knows that Graham has no medical quali-
fications I do not have and that I have qualifications other than medical that nobody else 
has if he wants serious interpretation of thin film, which at this point also involves 
establishing its purity and completeness. Moreover, especially because he aiened the 
contract, fir. Mated-len knows, an Dr. Lattimer has since bragged, that Dr. Lattimer is not 
"profeseiowely qualified" under that contract. Its exact words are (p. 3, II, (2)(b)1"Any 
recoenized expert in the laid of pathology or related areas of acience or technology..." 
Dr. Lattimer is not a pathologist and urology is not one of the "related areas of science 
or technology." 

As an aside, were I the man whose honor and the honor of whose family is entrusted 
unto Mr. Maxedlall, I would be wondering why he gave exclusive access and an exclusive 
copyright since as:erted to the one of the fouriOlicants who was totally disqualified, 
all the other applicants being not only pathologists but forensic pathologists. Were I 
a man holding the views all Kennedys in political life hold I would be wondering what 
Id nd of inquiry my representative made in my name that lead him to give this excluzive 
access to a John Birch-minded man whose While writing spefifies this and includes 
overt anti-Semitism. Or a eon who writegft4 in private, "I em happy to report that I do 
not know the Kennedy family, do not know aibarshall and was totally surprised to 
discover that I was the only one authorized to view the materials." Not kneeing any of 
you is a cause of "happiness"? And I would also want to know what kind of scholar it is 
who fabricates scholarly footnotes for his writing and then, when asked their source, 
blandly, with no expression oconcern or regret, admits he manufactured them (and they 
are Bireherepolitical). The one thing anyone with ooeeon sense and no knowledge about 
the facts of the assassination has to learn on reading the miserable sorivonSinee of this 
strange man is that he is irrational on the subject and either irrational or utterly in- 
competent. Thus, in your name, your Mr. Marshall gave him exclusive access and an exclusive 
eopyright to public inforeation, the most essential evidence about the murder of your brother. 

At the time I decided I could not pursue the FOI cases for which I had prepared without 
hurt to you, your family and truth, I became apereheneive about tho potential of misuse of 
this contract. When it became Near that this was a possibility I saw Senator Mathias. He 
immediately understood and offered to speak to you personally. I encourage him not to do 
this, explaining that I felt your personal interest at this juncture required that you 
preserve a position of total detachment. Mao's administrative assistant, Sid Hurlburt, was 
present. It was decided instead that he would speak to your administrative assistant. I 
showed Sid a few of the relevant files, including what had been withheld from the Warren 
Commeseione  Thereafter Mac and Sid decided on a different approach. Mao decided to speak to 
"r. Marshall, wheene knows. de says this in his letter of October 29, 1971. I ask you to 
note that this indicates I spoke to him prior to the first date under the contract on which 
any access was possible. Mao then wrote me on November 2 saying he had been in touch with 
hr. Marshall. These lesters are marked "4" and "5". The "concerns", as I am confidant Mac 
will remember and confirm, are that a further false record would be established and that you, 
personally and historically, would be victimized. Mr. Marshall has never, in pursuit of 
your interest, asked me for any explanation, which tells me all I need to know, regardless 
of what you ma'  think of him, of his dedication to your interest and that of the estate and 
family. If I had any doubts on this score, and I did not, they were eliminated when I received 
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a second-hand report of a conversation butwecn Mr. Marshall and a man I Immo to be part 
of a get-Konneey olique within what had conic to bee blown as "critics" of the Warren Report. 
Mr. Marshall told him that he reonrded and retards Mrs. Onot4s, not the estate, as his real 
client. Beconoo this is second-hand, I cannot prove it. But there is a long and disaoToeoble 
record that supports it. 

Thin man is iced Crosby, hair to a fortune and a man with serious onotional problems 
I did not discover until too late in our relationship, He visited your office under a 
fobsflag and thon boasted to me, in the preoonoo of my wile, of his duplicity. Ile had 
mono to mo on hearino of Ay work on the autopsy, embodied in a very large and completed 
book, with an offer to pay for the printing of the complete woe& as a private edition and 
to prepare a condensation for the popular morkot. The two stipulations I made were that 
the oondensation bo faithful to the complete work and be of a size that could be sold in 
hardback for $5.00. Crosby retreated feoe thin agreement and thou broke it in various ways, 
his visits with sir. earohall boing but one, when I would riot cleonge a chapter hs regards 
es a Kennedy dofenso. You can examine it if you so de ire. It is titled "wades, not 
Camelot." It is not syoophanoy, nor, I tell you in candor, was it conceived or written as 
a defense of youf or Robert 4ennedy. It is, rather, a treatment of bov the Konaody name 
was exploited from before the Report was drafted, how and by whom, with until-now secret 
internal communications the Commission and the governmont suppressed. If you want further 
evidence of the "opt Kennedy" motivation that dominates Crosby, although in public ha 
pretends othorwiee, I can supply witnesses. But the oimpleot and I think quite comprehensible 
evidence is his rejection of my euggoetion that he sioply omit that chapter in his con, 
denaation. Thin did not satiory him. Lc ineioted that I eliminate the chapter and the 
similar contest elsewhere in the limited edition that would hone for a mac et only among 
oertouo students and institutions of learning. Thereoftor he offered me $10,0010 to use 
in any way x doodeod if I would per 	him to use my work in any way he desired. You can 
agroo with oc or not, but you can reoeily learn that this work ban bankrupted die, that 
I am without income and have debts of about S35,000 secured by my home. it is always a 
problem to find the money for may quarterly interoot payments and the annual pooymout on 
principal. I woe not tempted by thie shameful affair and rojectol it. It also meant abandoning 
the possibility of printing this work that required much mar;, time than the earning of 
several doctorates. I cannot gO further into debt to print it, much az I want it available, 
as I think it is not impossible you also will regret if what can leppen does. 14y point 
in going into this i to lot you know the kind of man with whom your lawyer treats and 
listens to on the one hand and for whatever it is worth to you in your evaluation of me 
and what I sey on the other, which I rocogni e nay be a question with you. You can have 
aceesoto my entire Crosby file and copies i iC anything in it you nay want. The timings I 
report are explicit in it. 

Dr. Cyril Weoht is a genuine export in forensic pathology. Mr. Marshall is now giviuo 
him access to this sane material so shabbily misubd -inzoor name - by the extremist! 
ignoramus Lottimer. They hod a mooting a week ago. It is my understanding that air. Marshall 
is also going to give access to another pathologist of whom I will provide a characterization 
should yea desire it Led access to my rather large file from and on him if you wont it. How 
for all his eminence, Cr. Wecht has never done any original work in the asoaosination 
materials. He mincites them rogularly in foequent public appearances which publicize his 
business and accompanies this with the moot rabid "explanation" of how the President was 
kerled and by whom. The most recent of which I know was on the shoo of his right-wing friend, 
"Long John" Nebel. It was so extreme that it oven turned Rebel off. 

There is no possibility of question about 1)r. Wecht's scientific credentials. When he 
wan one of the original applicants, I cannot but wonder why in your name he was denied 
access and it was given instead to the one unqualified applicant. However, what will be 
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the situation if Dr. Wecht emerdea f ' hil; ezumination and says the film dioproveo the 
Warren Report? Mr. Marshall, inoiden , has extracted a promise from Dr. Wecht that ha 
will do and say nothing that will anbarrass the governmont. Ibis in context and roality 



means that the eevernment and Firs. Onaais are his clients, not you and the estate. 
Unless the film ie tainted, any there is no doubt that it is in some respects, Dr. 
Wecht cannot but say after examining it that the official solution to the crime is a 
cruel fiction. And it is even worse if he keeps hie word =decays nothing about the 
government, as I will explain. Making this bad situation worse is Dr. Wecht's fine 
reputation, his having written a critcisk of the Warren Report in a formula comuorcialization 
of the assassination, and his personal involvement with these "get Kennedy" critics. 

One of the first questions will be of responsibility for the "mistakes" of the Report. 
Here major responsibility will be placed on Earl Warren, who did not write that "eport. 
He and other members of the Commission nay or may not have known better than the Report 
they signed says, but there is no possibility of innocence on the part of the staff, ehich 
did the tons. It and the FBI began a careful fabrication for just the moment Dr. Weehtls 
examination and cements Ffibvides. I began a painstaking reconstruction of prooftenoueh 
of ehich ie included in this book bey eining in 1966, when it became obvious to me, I 
have in my possession the proof that the staff lied to the Commission and told the members 
ghat Robert Kennedy denied it accee5to this film, in any deoent and honorable proceedine 
what lawyers call "best evidence". I also have and also use in the book the repetitious 
proof that this is both a lie and a deliberate, willful lie. However, nobody except those 
few who have read the xerox edition are aware of this. Certainly the precis is not. Unless 
the impossible happens and this book is out before Dr. Wecht sees and cemeents on this 
file and other material, it cannot foil the designed and inherent evil of hin geeing 
that material or the purposes of thiseeelf«delueing "get'Kennedy" people of whom he is one. 

As a matter otuneetactured record, Robert Kennedy first denied the Commission this 
quintessential ovieenoe. Thep there was the April 1965 "memorandum of transfer" which 
gave title to the film, *leeally but as a matter of record, to the estate. Then the 
estate transferred it back into federal poeeession under restrictions that would have been 
impossible if it had not, in effect, accepted stolen property. Mr. Marshall eigned this 
contract in what is now your name. Read the contract, IV (2). At the time of signing it 
wan in Robert's name. This is a great simplification, but this letter is getting overly-  
long. In short, minx the brothers of the assassinated President are responsible for the 
superession of t..e most essential evidence of that murder, evidence that proven beyond 
question that the official "solution" was a gruesome hoax. What else can Dr. Wecht say/ 
And whet else has Kr. Marehall contrived after promising Kecitathias that he would not let 
anyone sec: this material, the message Sid Hurlburt gave me by phone after the last letter 
quoted above? What a legacy for those young people named Kennedy whose father you are or 
whose father you seek to substitute for - whose fathers are the killed ones. 

You would delude yourself if you think 3. Edgar Hoover, the staff of the Comession 
and others have not in advance manufactured false records of their own exculpation, all 
carefully pres,rved ie the official files. I have enough of them. Let the press go to the 
Archives. lids is what they will find. On the basis of my long experience, I think it is 
safe to soy this is what they will be carefully fed. The "feeding" began long ago, when 
Dr. Rhoads, personally, pressed upon Fred Graham a copy of the contract with the certainty 
that he would not faithfully represent it after danyine it to me under conditions which 
would have Inv-vented its over being disclosed. This was a violation of law and regulations 
designed to exploit Gruhamhs lack of any knowledge of the fact of the assassination and his 
normal reporterla desire for a sensational "scoop", which is the way he treated it. The next 
of these careful steps was taken with another and extremely competent reporter, Davie Wise, 
again with what was illegally mislabelled "Top Secret" and was declassified for this 
purpose after having been deified me. Wise again  lacked the knowledge and backeround and 
was not about to invest the time reeuired for their acquisition for a star; in The Saturday 
evening; Post. (I sugJest but cannot prove that the man whose assistant Dr. Rhoads then wad 
retired over this incident and my protests to himp personally. To thin day they remain 
unanswered.) 

■ 
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It is my careful exposure of this careful framine of ;,our boether Robert to irhich "get Kennedy" Crosby objected. That, alas, also involved several men under him trusted by Robert. One of them is known to Crosby. enother has used his influence with people in positions of reseonsitd.lity with a major newspaper. The xorox edition of this book, titled Pail KOZILM, conteehe facsimile reproductions of their previously-ecoret letters and internal memo. 

I did net learn that Mr. haeohall had decided to emit access to Dr. Wecht until late last night. I did know that ho had told Crosby that he would give access to others and that Crosby was pressing for Wecht, Lelouing full well that the use of Wecht could be the one most damaging to you personally and to the Kennedy name in general. Crosby and I had lane spent much time on just this, the discussion lasting until about 3 a.m. At the end of it he was, in his own representation, completely overwhelmed and without a leg to stand on. His strange representation to me and to ethers was, "I have never been so put down in my life." I leave the interpretation to you. I think you would be well advised to consider why, when he know the inevitable potential, he persisted, even at the risk of having a breach of contract suit to defend. (I can't been to think of hiring a lawyer.) 
At the same time I learned of the theft of one of the duplicates I had deposited for safekeeping of sane of what 1  have obtained that had not been given to the Warren Com-miesion and what its staff had been careful to avoid asking for. 4)y now I presume the xoroxes have been working overtime. It is suspectible of similar miause and misinter-pretation. I do not know how much of that particular file has been taken, only the fact of the one part having been reported to me. 

Your files will slum that I attempted to warn you about orosby as noon as his "got Kennedy" intent became clear. They will also show nobody ever responded. 

It is too bad that/ like Robert and his people, you ad yours have not heeded the Santayana wareimg Robert was so fond of quoting, that those who do not learn from history are doomed to relive it. 

I regret this: very much, as I regret the possibility that now is in the near future. It will be another needless tragedy if you, your family and history are again victimized. The length of thin letter and the so meny others on which I wasted so much time establish the extent to vhich I was prepared to go and did go to avoid what may nom come to pass. I have, in fact, sought to prevent this in more Iwo than by our oorrespondenoe. For a man in my circumstances it was a considerable effort and an equal cost. It is slight consolation to me to know I did all I could. I did not do all of this just to salvo my conscienoe. I did it to prevent what you and yours have made possible. I can now only hone that some-how, in some way I cannot anticipate, the impending evil can be krustrated. When the choice of the government lies between incriminating you and your brother and incriminating itself, particularly . Lagar hoover and the FBI, I think you will find few friends in court. 

Sincerely, 

oc; Si,e Charles hoC Mathias 	 Harold Weisberg 


